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Abstract—The paper proposes a template for QoS-centered
Service Level Agreements (SLA) and a framework for its
real time management in multiservice packet networks. The
SLA considered here are for QoS assured delivery of aggre-
gate bandwidth from ingress to egress nodes, where the el-
ementary entities are flows or calls of various QoS classes.
A SLA monitoring scheme is presented in which revenue is
generated by the admission of flows into the network, and
penalty incurred when flows are lost in periods when the ser-
vice provider is not SLA compliant. In the SLA management
scheme proposed here the results of a prior design are used,
in conjunction with measurements taken locally at ingress
nodes, to classify the loading status of routes as either under-
subscribed or oversubscribed. Our resource management is
based on Virtual Partitioning and its supporting mechanism
of Bandwidth Protection, which aims to carry as much of the
offered flows at any time as is compatible with the protec-
tion of future undersubscribed routes. The effectiveness of
SLA management is measured by the robustness in perfor-
mance in the presence of great diversity in actual traffic con-
ditions. We have built a comprehensive simulation testbed
in software called D’ARTAGNAN from which we report nu-
merical results for a case study. The results show that the
SLA management scheme is robust, fair and efficient over a
broad range of traffic conditions.

Keywords— SLA, QoS, VPN, network design, SLA mon-
itoring, revenue, penalty, Virtual Partitioning, Bandwidth
Protection

I. INTRODUCTION

HIS paper presents a framework for the real-time
management of QoS-centered Service Level Agree-

ments (SLA) between service providers, who own and op-
erate the network infrastructure, and their customers. The
main elements of the framework are (see also Figure 1):
(i) We propose a template for SLA which gives specifica-
tions for the QoS-assured transfer of the customer’s traffic
in each of several QoS classes and for each of many, pos-
sibly all, network ingress-egress node pairs. (ii) The twin
drivers for the SLA management scheme are, first, revenue,

which is generated by carrying traffic regardless of whether
the offered amount is more or less than is stipulated in the
SLA, and, second, penalties from SLA violations. Both
measures are computed at the granularity of a QoS class
and node pair; their weighted combination is net revenue,
the overall performance measure. (iii) Before the SLA is
initiated, it is assumed that a process of due diligence in-
volving design has taken place, as a consequence of which
it is assured that the service provider has resources, which,
when combined with preplanned routing, will allow SLA-
stipulated aggregate traffic to be carried at a mutually satis-
factory level of QoS and net revenue. (iv) We describe the
process by which the results of the aforementioned off-line
design process is used in the real time SLA management
and also, secondarily, in crafting the SLA. (v) The selec-
tion of routes for flows is source-based, and it requires the
ingress node to measure locally the load imposed by it on
each route that originates with it, and then to compare the
measured load to the designed load, and, finally, to deter-
mine the loading status of the route to be either undersub-
scribed or oversubscribed. (vi) A fundamental tenet is that
the actual traffic offered to the network may be very differ-
ent from SLA envisaged conditions, and that it is therefore
in the interest of the service provider to deviate, possibly
significantly if necessary, from resource allocations tacit in
the original design. Our resource management is based on
Virtual Partitioning and its supportingmechanism of Band-
width Protection, which aims to carry as much of the cur-
rently offered flows as is compatible with the protection
of future undersubscribed routes. Our measure of effec-
tiveness of SLA management is robustness in performance,
as indicated by the surrogate net revenue, in the presence
of great diversity in traffic conditions. (vii) Measurements
have two main roles, first in classifying routes by loading
status at network ingress, and, second, in SLA monitoring.
We use both windows and exponential smoothing to deter-
mine the time scales in the respective averaging processes.
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Fig. 1. Elements in Design Assisted, Real Time SLA Management

(viii) We have built a comprehensive simulation testbed in
software, called D’ARTAGNAN, for algorithm develop-
ment and experimentation, from which we report numer-
ical results for a case study.

The present work is empirical with the primary focus be-
ing the development of a framework for SLA and new algo-
rithms that additionally couple and exploit extensive prior
work, specially in design optimization [1], [2], [3], [4], [5],
[6], [7] and resource management [8], [9], [10], [11], [12].
Our empirical results show that the scheme for SLA man-
agement is robust, fair and efficient over a broad range of
traffic conditions.

The smallest traffic entities considered here are flows or
calls (see [13] for details on real world examples) which
have random arrivals and lifetimes or holding times. Flows
belong to various application classes, each with character-
istic QoS requirements, as well as mean arrival rates and
holding times. The notion of Effective Bandwidth is used
to encapsulate various packet level issues, such as bursti-
ness and QoS (delay, jitter, loss) at network elements [14],
[15]. We assume that each flow of service type � requires
(effective) bandwidth

���
. QoS at the flow level is obvi-

ously also important, and this is handled in the SLA, as
described later, by the flow acceptance ratio. The main
steps in handling a new flow are (i) route selection, and
(ii) admission control/bandwidth reservation in all links in
the route during flow set-up [16]. We give a measurement-
based procedure for route selection that is implemented at
ingress nodes and favors undersubscribed routes and previ-
ously successful routes (“sticky routing”). Admission con-
trol is implemented by links exercising Bandwidth Protec-
tion in which flows on undersubscribed routes are uncon-
ditionally accepted, while for oversubscribed routes accep-
tance is conditional on their being spare bandwidth suffi-
cient to carry � future flows, where � is a parameter hav-

ing value of about unity. This mechanism is at the core of
our adaptation of Virtual Partitioning [9], [10], [11] for real
time SLA management.

One of our major empirical results is that in a variety
of traffic loading scenarios characterized by significant de-
partures in offered traffic from the nominal SLA-stipulated
values, robustness is achieved, i.e. revenues are high and
penalties small, when the bandwidth protection parameter
� is 1 or 2.

Of course, Virtual Private Networks [5] and SLA go
hand in hand. Our point of view, however, is that it is
more useful to consider first the present case where, in ef-
fect, there is a SLA for each stream, which (see below) is
the composite of QoS class and ingress-egress node pair.
Multiple VPN, each having its own SLA with the service
provider, may be handled simply by extending the defini-
tion of a stream given here to include additionally the VPN
index. Admittedly there are nuances not treated here, such
as differentiated levels of resource sharing between QoS
classes and VPN, as postulated, for instance, in Hierarchi-
cal Virtual Partitioning [11], which await a future study.

Policy, QoS and other considerations constrain the rout-
ing of flows [17], [18], [19]. For instance, converged data
networks will support Internet telephony, as well as packe-
tized video and other delay sensitive services, in addition to
delay insensitive data in a variety of grades of service. To
handle such end-to-end constraints we rely on the notion of
admissible route sets, ��� �	��
� , which are specific to each
QoS service class � , and (ingress, egress) pair � 
�����
���� ,
which we denote by 
 [3], [5], [6]. We refer to � ����
� as
a stream and � �	����� , ��� ��� ����
� , as a service route.

Section II describes the structure of the proposed SLA
and the SLA monitoring process in which revenue and
penalty are calculated. Section III describes the upstream
processes of Design and SLA Crafting (see Fig. 1) from
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which SLA management inherits useful information. Sec-
tion IV describes the procedure of route classification at
ingress nodes based on measurements and assistance from
the Design. Section V describes the key routing and admis-
sion control algorithms. Section VI describes a case study
and numerical results for it from D’ARTAGNAN. Section
VII gives concluding remarks.

II. SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS: REVENUE AND

PENALTY

This section gives details of the SLA and its revenue and
penalty clauses. We envisage that the ingress node 
 � of
each stream � ����
� maintains a cumulative count of the rev-
enue

� ��� ��� � and the penalty ��� � , which is updated at the
end of the ���	� window. The quantity of main interest to the
service provider (SP) is the net revenue,

�
net

�
� ��� ��� � ��� ��� ���������������� �
� ��� � (1)

The SLA stipulates for each stream � ����
� the aggregate
offered and carried bandwidths, � ��� and � ��� , ��� �
��� � ��� � ,
respectively. Their ratio � ��� � � ��� is implicitly the con-
tracted flow acceptance ratio for stream � ����
� . Tacit to
SLA crafting must be the appreciation of the fact that as this
probability approaches unity, the corresponding amount of
network resources that must be made available approaches
infinity, a consequence of the stochastic nature of demand.

Let !� ��� ��� � and !� �
� ��� � denote the estimates based on
measurements at the ingress node 
 � of the offered and car-
ried bandwidth on stream � ����
� at the end of the � �"� SLA
window. The details of the measurement procedure and
the averaging implicit in it are given in Section IV-A. It is
worth mentioning here that this procedure has two param-
eters, #�$&%(' and )*$&%(' , for the window length and exponen-
tial smoothing, and both should be stipulated in the SLA
since they jointly determine the time scale of the averag-
ing in the SLA monitoring and accounting process.

The basic idea of our SLA template is described as fol-
lows. If the customer of stream � �	��
 � is requesting band-
width less than the contracted amount � �
� , then the SP is
expected to carry bandwidth that is in the same proportion
to what is being requested as � �
� is to � �
� . If the mea-
surements/monitoringprocess indicates that this obligation
is not being satisfied, then we declare the SLA state for
the stream to be “non-compliant”, and every lost flow in
this state contributes to the penalty for the stream. (Note
that the penalty and revenue measures are cumulative, i.e.,
monotonic, non-decreasing with time.) If, on the other
hand, the customer is requesting bandwidth on the stream
which is in excess of the contracted amount � �
� then the SP
is only obligated to carry � �
� . As before, if the monitoring
process indicates that this obligation is not being satisfied,

then the SLA state is determined to be “non-compliant”
and the penalty is incremented for each lost flow.

In our framework the SLA state of the stream is uniform
over each window. This is so for scalability reasons, i.e.,
for controlling the processing burden, and also to allow av-
eraging and greater accuracy. Similarly, the revenue and
penalty measures are updated only at the end of every win-
dow, as is the SLA state.

Regardless of the SLA state, every flow that is carried
generates revenue and increments the revenue measure.
This is important, since it is responsible for a persistent in-
centive to carry all offered flows, and it has the effect of en-
couraging resource sharing. Each flow that is carried on the
stream � �	��
 � generates revenue + ��� . This case sensitive
quantity has a default value, which is used in our numerical
studies, that is the product of

���
, the effective bandwidth of

calls of service � , and , � , the mean holding time for such
calls. Each increment of the penalty is - ��� + ��� , where- �
�

is the important penalty multiplier, typically exceed-
ing unity. This parameter is also specified in the SLA and
is important in tuning the SLA management techniques.

Table I enumerates the SLA states and their determining
conditions.

TABLE I
SLA STATES AND THEIR CORRESPONDING CONDITIONS

condition based on measured
SLA state .0/2143 5 1768 .9/:143 5<;:6= .0/2143 595 and SLA 1 8 .0/:; = .9/�5

variables

compliant 68 .0/:1
3 5?> 8 .9/ ,
= .0/(@ 8 .9/A> 6= .0/(@ 68 .9/

non-compliant 68 .0/:1
3 5?> 8 .9/ ,
= .0/(@ 8 .9/AB 6= .0/(@ 68 .9/

compliant 68 .0/ 1
3 5?B 8 .9/ ,
= .0/ >C6= .0/ 143 5

non-compliant 68 .0/ 1
3 5?B 8 .9/ ,
= .0/ BC6= .0/ 143 5

Let D �
� ��� � and E �
� ��� � denote the number of flows of
stream � �	��
� that are, respectively, carried and lost in the���	� SLA window. Then the cumulative measures for rev-
enue and penalty are calculated as follows:

� �
� ��� �� � �
� ��� GF��H� D �
� ��� � + ��� (2)

and

penalty
�
� ��� �I penalty

�
� ��� GF��H�
J - � + �
� E �
� ��� � if SLA state

�
� ��� ��� non-compliantK
if SLA state

�
� ��� ��� compliant
(3)

Summing over all services � and ingress-egress node pairs
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 , gives the network-wide measures
� ��� � and penalty

��� � , as well as their difference,
�

net ��� � .
III. DESIGN

A. Model and Design Problem

The coupled processes of Design and SLA Crafting (see
Figure 1) are important, but outside the primary focus of
this paper. Yet these topics cannot be entirely avoided since
they share a common framework with SLA management,
the primary focus here, and, specifically, the design is used
in an essential way here. We deal with this by describing
the design problem, as well as the results from it that we
assume are transferred to the SLA management process,
while leaving open the selection of techniques. We men-
tion that the reader will find in [3] the design techniques
for a stochastic framework, and in [6] simpler, faster, albeit
less accurate techniques based on multicommodity flow
models.

In the design problem formulation it is assumed that re-
quests for calls for stream � �	��
� arrive at the ingress 
 � as
a Poisson process with rate

� �
�
. Each call requires band-

width
���

and has mean holding time , � . The aggregate
bandwidth requested for the stream � �	��
� is thus (see also
Section II) � ��� ���� �
� ��� (4)

where we have defined the stream call intensity �� ������ �
� , � . The design objective is to allocate the offered traf-
fic to routes � in the admissible set ��� �	��
� , i.e., to deter-
mine � ��� , the rate of calls to the service route � �	����� such
that 	

��
��� ��� ��� � ������� ��� � (5)

or, equivalently, � � ����� �� �
� , where � ��� is the call inten-
sity on � �	���	� , � ��� � � ��� , � .

Congestion effects in the network are responsible for the
traffic offered to the service route � �	����� to be thinned by the
factor � F �� ��� � to give the actual carried traffic on � �	����� .
Here � ��� is the loss ratio (or probability) on service route
� ������� and, of course, depends on all the traffic in the net-
work. Let D ���

denote the aggregate bandwidth carried on
� ������� that the design process yields,

D ��� ��� ��� � F �� ��� � � � (6)

Similarly, the carried aggregate bandwidth on stream � �	��
�
that the design process obtains is denoted by D �
�

, where

D �
� � 	
��
��� ��� ��� D ���

(7)

On comparing (4) and (7) we see that for stream � �	��
�
the ratio (or probability) of acceptance in the design isD �
��� � ��� .

An objective that may be used to optimize the design, as
in [3] and [6], is the maximization of the long term aver-
age rate of network-wide revenue generation, wherein each
flow of stream � �	��
� that is carried generates revenue + ��� .
This quantity is also used in Section II. Note that we have
not directly incorporated the penalty generation process in
the design stage, although this is certainly possible (see [9],
[10], [11] for some directions), but at substantial additional
complexity.

B. Design – SLA Interface

Note that the carried aggregate bandwidth measures,D ���
and D ���

in (6) and (7), are mean values. In corpo-
rating the results of the design in the SLA, attention must
be paid to the variability in these measures. The design
process should yield associated estimates of standard de-
viation, which may be used. In our experience [6] it turns
out to be quite adequate to use instead � D ���

and � D �
�
as

measures of variability.
We will need the key quantity � ��� , the designed load on

service route � �	����� , which is derived from the design thus
[6]: � ��� � D ���� "!$# D ���

(8)

where
!

is a small nonnegative number for which a typical
value is 0.5. A similarly important quantity, which is stip-
ulated in the SLA, is � ��� , the contracted carried aggregate
bandwidth for stream � ����
� . It is given by

� ��� � D �
� "% # D �
�
(9)

where % is another small nonnegative number. Clearly in-
creasing % is appropriate for reflecting increased aversion
on the part of the SP to incur penalties, given the role of � �
�
in the SLA monitoring process (see Section II); on the other
hand, increasing % negatively impacts the flow acceptance
ratio � �
� � � �
� in the SLA. We have found %'& K)(+*

to be
typically appropriate.

In summary, the information passed from the design –
SLA crafting process to the SLA management process are, � �
� � � �
�.- , and

, � ���/- . The latter is used, as we shall see
in the next section, in assisting the network routing and ad-
mission control.

IV. ROUTE CLASSIFICATION AT INGRESS BY

MEASUREMENTS AND DESIGN ASSISTANCE

Route classification denotes the process in which the
ingress node, say 
 � , determines the (aggregate bandwidth
load) status of every service route � �	����� that originates
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with it for every time window � . That is, 
 � maintains a
database of variables

,
status

��� ��� � - , which is computed at
the beginning of the � �"� window and remains unchanged
during the window, for all admissible routes � � � � �	��
 � ,
for all egress nodes 
 � and service class � . The status of the
service route � ������� is computed by comparing � ��� , its de-
signed bandwidth load, to the measured load

� ��� ��� � . The
computation of � ��� has been described in the preceding
section, and later in this section the procedure for comput-
ing

� ��� ��� � is described.
Specifically, status

��� ��� � is binary valued,

status
��� ��� � �,

undersubscribed (US), oversubscribed (OS)
-

(10)

and,
status ��� �*� US if

� ��� ��� � � � ���� OS if
� ��� ��� ��� � ��� (11)

This variable is central to the routing and admission con-
trol functions performed at the ingress, as described in the
next section. It is also noteworthy that the computation of� ��� ��� � is based on averaging over the window only local
measurements at the ingress node of the bandwidth require-
ments of currently active calls on the service route � ������� .
A. Measurements at the Ingress

We briefly describe a measurement procedure based
on windows (length # ) and exponential smoothing ��) � .
The description is for

� ��� ��� � , although a similar process
with possibly different parameters are used to compute, !� �
� ��� ��� !� �
� ��� � - , see Section II, from measurements. All
these quantities are computed from local measurements at
the network ingress 
 � .

For any time � in the ���	� window, i.e., ���  F�� # � � �� # , we let � ��� ��� � denote the aggregate bandwidth usage on
service route � �	���	� at � . This is a jump process which in-
crements by

� �
with each new flow and decrements by

���
with the departure of each flow. We let

�� ��� ��� � denote the
mean bandwidth usage on � ������� over the ���	� window, i.e.,

�� ��� ��� �H� F
#
���
	
� ��� � � 	 �

��� �� � �  (12)

Finally, we let
� ��� ���  F�� denote the exponentially

smoothed estimate of aggregate bandwidth usage on � �������
at the start of the ���  F�� �"� window:

� ��� ���  F �H� ) � ��� ��� �  � F  ) � �� ��� ��� � (13)

The influence of ��) � # � on the mean and variance of the
above estimates for canonical stationary processes is a sub-
ject of great interest. Our results on this topic are outside

the scope of this paper. See Benes [20] for some classical
results.

The computation of the variables
, !� ��� ��� ��� !� ��� ��� � -

used in monitoring SLA compliance is similar, although
the window length and smoothing parameter, #�$&%(' and) $&%�' , are typically different.

V. ROUTING AND ADMISSION CONTROL

Below we first review basic notions underlying the con-
trol algorithms before describing the latter.

A. Virtual Partitioning and Bandwidth Protection

Virtual Partitioning (VP), together with its supporting
mechanism of Bandwidth Protection (BP), form the con-
ceptual bases for our proposal for real time SLA manage-
ment. VP is a resource-sharing concept, and in applying
it here we view each link � ’s bandwidth to be a resource,
which is contended for by all service routes � �	����� whose
path includes � . Now, as described in the preceding sec-
tion, the Design–SLA crafting process allocates bandwidth
loads � ��� to these service routes, and, furthermore, the
comparison of these loads to actual current loads

� ��� ��� � ,
determine their loading status. VP treats undersubscribed
(US) contending service routes preferentially over those
that are oversubscribed (OS). This preference is imple-
mented through the mechanism of BP at set-up time of new
flows associated with the service routes, as explained be-
low. To recapitulate, in the set-up of a new flow on a ser-
vice route � �	����� , each link in the route receives a request
for bandwidth allocation

���
, together with the information

status
��� ��� � , where � is the current window.

Bandwidth Protection at link � , which has bandwidth,
say, ��� , works as follows. Let ��� ��� � � � ��� � denote the to-
tal bandwidth usage on the link at the time � of flow set-up.
The link implements

Procedure Bandwidth Protection:
either accept flow

if
, � � ��� �  � � � � � and status

��� ��� �H� US
-

(14)

or
, ������� �  � �  ���� � ��� and status

��� ��� �H� OS
-

or else reject flow.

Here �� ��� ���� ���
and � , a small positive number of about

1, is the important bandwidth protection parameter. The
quantity � ���� � is thus the bandwidth at the link that is set
aside to protect, i.e. accommodate, future flows on US ser-
vice routes.

It is quite remarkable that � as small as 1 or 2 provides a
high degree of robustness to SLA management. The reason
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Fig. 2. Flowchart of routing and admission control (selective crankback not shown)

for this is that if the link gets overloaded, say by a burst
of flows on US service routes, then the bandwidth released
by each departing flow contributes to the pool of protected
bandwidth. Thus the effectiveness of BP depends on the
dynamics of the departure process, the rate of which is high
when, as in overload, the number of flows in progress are
high.

We note that an attempt to set-up a flow on a selected
service route succeeds only if all the links in the route
accept the flow after implementing the procedure Band-
width Protection.

B. Other Control Elements

We briefly review other elements, such as (a) “sticky
routes”, (b) the notion of “maximally underloaded service
route” as determined by an ingress node, (c) recovery time,
and (d) selective crankback.

An ingress node 
 � on receiving a request for a flow on
stream � ����
� has the option of attempting to route it on
any route � � � � ����
� . With sticky routing, the prefer-
ence is to use the previous service route. If, however, this
service route’s status has changed to OS or the previous
attempt was unsuccessful, then that service route is aban-
doned and a procedure for selecting a new one is initiated.
While stickiness goes counter to load balancing, the conse-

quence of this is not significant in our experience, and out-
weighed by the gain in route stability, reduced variability
and reduced processing. We note that sticky routes were
used in [21].

In our route selection algorithm, a measure of last resort
is the selection of the maximally underloaded route, which
for a stream � ����
� and time � is defined to be

arg �
�	�� 
���� ��� �� ��� ��� ��� �� � ��� � (15)

It is noteworthy that since � ��� ��� � and � ��� are local to the
ingress node 
 � , all the work involved in (15) is performed
locally at 
 � .

When an attempt to set-up a flow on a selected service
route has failed, the likelihood of the service route being
able to accept another request is small immediately after-
wards, but improves with time. In our algorithm we do not
make another attempt on the service route for a period  "!�#�$ ,
which is called the recovery time. A related proposal has
been made in [22].

An element that provides linkage from the SLA monitor-
ing processes to the route selection and admission control
procedures is selective crankback. Crankback would sim-
ply recursively apply the entire process again in the event
that an attempt to set-up a flow is unsuccessful, and selec-
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tive crankback would do so only if the current SLA state
for the stream is “non-compliant” (see Section II).
C. Algorithm

A high level view of the algorithm that is implemented
when a request for a flow on stream � ����
� arrives is illus-
trated in Figure 2. The ingress node implements the route
selection part, before the set-up process involving all the
links in the selected route is initiated. In the flowchart the
current window is � and also

� � $	� �	��
�� � �I� , � � ��� �	��
��� status
��� ��� �H� US

-
(16)

is the set of admissible routes that are currently undersub-
scribed.

VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS FROM CASE STUDY

We first describe the assumptions in the case study be-
fore presenting the numerical results.
A. Case Study Assumptions

The case study is based on a fictitious network called
Core NSF [3], which has eight nodes ��E ����� , of which
10 pairs are directly connected, as shown in Figure 3. The
network has 20 directed links � �G��� K � , one in each direc-
tion for each connected node pair. The typical bandwidth
of a directed link is 	�
� �CF * * Mbps, with the exception
of the links connecting Argonne ��� and Princeton ��� , and
also Houston ��� and Atlanta ��� , which have bandwidths
of ��� 	�
� � � F K Mbps. One measure of total resources
in the network is 24 OC3-hops.

There are six service classes: voice, data 1, data 2, data
3, data 4, video, indexed by � � F	��� � (/( ( ��� , respec-
tively. The effective bandwidths of individual flows of
these classes are

��� � F�� ����� ����� �� !� � � ��� and 640 Kbps.
Voice � � � F�� and video � � ����� are delay sensitive ser-
vice classes, and their admissible route sets � � ����
� consist
only of routes with the minimum number of hops. There
are a total of 68 routes for each of these two service classes.
The four remaining are data service classes, all delay insen-
sitive. Their admissible route sets ��� �	��
� , � �"� � � �#� � * ,

TABLE II
BASE MATRIX $ , IN MBPS

– 14.1 16.5 2.4 21.2 11.8 4.7 7.1
16.5 – 56.6 7.1 73.1 35.4 14.1 21.2
18.9 58.9 – 9.4 87.2 42.4 16.6 25.9

2.4 7.1 7.1 – 9.4 4.7 2.4 2.4
18.9 70.7 84.9 9.4 – 54.2 18.7 30.7
11.8 33.0 37.7 4.7 49.5 – 9.4 14.1
4.7 11.8 14.1 2.4 18.9 9.4 – 4.7
7.1 18.9 23.4 2.4 28.3 14.1 4.7 –

are identical and consist of routes with at most four hops.
For each such � there is a total of 160 routes.

The mean duration or holding times, , � , of flows of the
service classes are as follows: , � � F , 1, 1, 4, 4, 6.67,
where the unit of time is 3 minutes. Thus video flows last
on average for 20 minutes.

We next describe the aggregated bandwidths offered to
streams � �	��
� , � �
� , that are also stipulated in the SLA and
used in the design (see Section II and III-A). We define the
matrices % � � , � �
� - , ��� F	��� � (/( ( ��� , and, furthermore,
for compactness we define a single base matrix % from
which we obtain % � �'& � % , where & � is a scalar multi-
plier. The multipliers are & � � K)( �  , 0.14, 0.12, 0.14, 0.11,
0.10. As the reader will observe, the total offered traffic for
the real time services ( � � F and 6) are approximately bal-
anced by that for data services. Table II gives the matrix
% .

The reader may verify that the sum of all entries in the
base matrix is 1209.2 Mbps. For the experiments the con-
version from carried flows to revenue is calculated on the
basis that 16 Kbps bandwidth carried for a unit of time gen-
erates unit revenue. Hence, if all the bandwidth specified
in the base matrix is offered to the network and carried, the
corresponding rate of revenue generation is ( ( * �)� F K � .

The design for the case study was done by the techniques
described in [3] and incorporated in the software package
TALISMAN. The design gives the flow acceptance ratios
for individual streams that exceed .99.

B. Experimental Results

We evaluate the various elements of the SLA man-
agement scheme that has been described above. This
is done through experiments on D’ARTAGNAN (Design
Assisted Real Time Algorithms for Network Service Level
Agreements). In the experiments we consider three sce-
narios, each with a distinctive traffic pattern that is char-
acterized by the set of actual offered aggregate traffic for
all streams � �	��
� , i.e., for all service classes and ingress-
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egress node pairs. The traffic patterns are:
(i) NORMAL: The ideal case where the offered traffic� � ��� �� is identical to the stipulated quantities in the SLA

and Design. The results for this case calibrate the expec-
tations in the SLA, and provide a benchmark for the per-
formances of the SLA management algorithm in the other,
abnormal cases.

(ii) BALANCED ABNORMAL: Half the node pairs,
which are selected arbitrarily, have no offered traffic at all,
while the other half have offered traffic for each of the ser-
vice classes which are twice the SLA/Design values. Note
that in this case, the total offered traffic to the network is
about the same as in the preceding “normal” case, hence
the term “balanced”.

(iii) UNBALANCED ABNORMAL: 25% of all node
pairs, which are selected arbitrarily, have actual offered
traffic for each of the service classes which are twice as
much as their respective values in the SLA/Design, while
for the remaining 75% the actual offered traffic is as ex-
pected. Note that in this case the network as a whole has
about 25% more offered traffic than in the preceding cases,
and may be considered to be in general overload.

Traffic patterns (ii) and (iii) correspond to important sit-
uations in which contentions exist between customers be-
having predictably and the remaining, overloading cus-
tomers. These cases are of particular interest in the eval-
uation of the algorithms, and the ability to detect the con-
tention and respond appropriately by carrying as much of-
fered traffic as is advisable for the given penalty clauses
and parameters in the SLA.

The lifetimes or holding times of the flows are assumed
to be either exponentially distributed, or, as in the last sub-
section, to have the heavy-tailed Pareto distributionwith fi-
nite mean and infinite variance.

While net revenue,
�

net � � � , and penalty � � � have been
defined to be cumulative (see (2) and (3)), the results pre-
sented in this section are for unit time, i.e., obtained from
the cumulative quantities by dividing by the length of the
simulated time. These quantities are obtained for each traf-
fic pattern and various values of the SLA/Design and con-
trol parameters. The revenue calculations are on the basis
of actual carried bandwidth, as already discussed. The base
penalty is calculated on the assumption that the penalty
multiplier, - �

, is unity. The net revenue rates are calcu-
lated for - � � F	� * � F K . It is important to recall that in
contrast to the results reported here which are highly aggre-
gated, the simulation testbed provides time dependent rev-
enue and penalty data at the ingress node for each stream
that originates there.

It is noteworthy that the sample path (time and profile
of every flow request) is identically reproduced for all the

TABLE III
NORMAL TRAFFIC SCENARIO

�
, Penalty

Bndwth Revenue per unit time Net Revenue per unit time
Prtctn per unit time � .���� 1��	��
�� 51��	�
���5 1��	��
�� 5 � .	����� .	����� .	���


0 7.46024 0.00775 7.452 7.421 7.383
1 7.45086 0.00585 7.445 7.422 7.392
2 7.44299 0.00616 7.437 7.412 7.381
3 7.43479 0.00656 7.428 7.402 7.369

TABLE IV
BALANCED ABNORMAL TRAFFIC SCENARIO

�
, Penalty

Bndwth Revenue per unit time Net Revenue per unit time
Prtctn per unit time � . ��� 1��	��
�� 51��	�
���5 1��	��
�� 5 � . ����� . ����� . ���


0 6.97299 0.21680 6.756 5.889 4.805
1 6.87995 0.01519 6.865 6.804 6.728
2 6.87025 0.00248 6.868 6.858 6.845
3 6.86073 0.00486 6.856 6.836 6.812

TABLE V
UNBALANCED ABNORMAL TRAFFIC SCENARIO

�
, Penalty

Bndwth Revenue per unit time Net Revenue per unit time
Prtctn per unit time � .���� 1��	��
�� 51��	�
���5 1��	��
�� 5 � .	����� .	����� .	���


0 8.43146 0.65547 7.776 5.154 1.877
1 8.28662 0.09143 8.195 7.829 7.372
2 8.22821 0.03907 8.189 8.033 7.838
3 8.19727 0.04961 8.148 7.949 7.701

experiments in a given scenario. For every experiment
10 million flows are simulated, and the statistics reported
here are based on results collected after a transient period,
which is chosen to be sufficiently large for steady state to be
reached. The number of flows that contribute to the statis-
tics is sufficiently large to make the confidence intervals
negligibly small.

The parameters of interest in this study are % , the com-
pensation parameter in the Design/SLA interface; ) and # ,
the exponential smoothing parameter and window length
in the measurement process, and, importantly, � , the band-
width protection parameter.

The measurement parameters have been chosen empiri-
cally. A larger ) implies greater smoothing, just as a larger
window length does. Increasing either one improves the
quality of the measurement but at the cost of a slower re-
sponse to significant traffic fluctuations. In our experi-
ments we have found that a satisfying compromise is to set
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# equal to unity, the order of the average holding time, and
to have ) of 0.8. Also, for the results reported here we have
taken the smoothing parameter and window length in the
SLA monitoring process to be the same as above.

B.1 Effect of the Bandwidth Protection

The effect of the bandwidth protection on the net rev-
enue are indicated in Tables III, IV and V for normal, bal-
anced abnormal and unbalanced abnormal scenarios, re-
spectively. For the experiments we fixed the parameters

!
and % to 0.5. Here we do not apply the selective crankbacks
and recovery time mechanisms.

For normal traffic conditions, the effect of the bandwidth
protection and the penalty multiplier on the net revenue is
small. This is expected because the routing algorithm is op-
timized specifically for this traffic condition so as to max-
imize the revenue and also the SLA has been crafted so
that the actual carried bandwidth is very close to the offered
bandwidth, indicating a small loss ratio. As a consequence
the penalty is insignificant in comparison to the total gener-
ated revenue. Observe also that the generated total revenue
decreases slightly as we increase the bandwidth protection.
This behavior indicates that bandwidth protection is being
applied even in normal condition because of the bursty na-
ture of the offered traffic. SLA crafting by way of appropri-
ate setting of the parameter

!
(see (8)) can tune this effect.

Turning next to the balanced abnormal traffic pattern,
for the first time we observe a noticeable gap between the
offered bandwidth and the actual carried bandwidth, even
though the total offered bandwidth is close to normal. Now
most important is the effect of the bandwidth protection;
while the protection does not induce a dramatic loss in
terms of total generated revenue, the penalty is reduced by
one order of magnitude when one unit of bandwidth protec-
tion is applied and by another half when two units of band-
width protection are applied. In the case of unbalanced ab-
normal traffic, this behavior is accentuated, and in both sce-
narios we see that a small protection is surprisingly bene-
ficial and sufficient. Depending on the penalty multiplier
used, our results indicate that an optimal value for the band-
width protection parameter is either 1 or 2.

B.2 Effect of Compensation Parameter in Design-SLA In-
terface

Table VI illustrates the effect of varying % for the three
scenarios when the bandwidth protection parameter � � F ,
the other parameters being the same as above.

B.3 Effect of Selective Crankbacks

Table VII illustrates the effect of selective crankbacks.

TABLE VI
EFFECT OF

�
FOR EACH TRAFFIC SCENARIO

Penalty
Traffic

�
Revenue � .	���

Scenario 1� �
�� 5 1��	��
�� 5
Normal 0.0 7.44299 0.00924

0.5 7.44299 0.00616
Balanced 0.0 6.87025 0.00710
Abnormal 0.5 6.87025 0.00248
Unbalanced 0.0 8.22821 0.07051
Abnormal 0.5 8.22821 0.03907

The results indicate that the improvement obtained by
selective crankback is marginally profitable in net revenue,
but does not warrant the additional burden in the call set-up
processing. For example for the unbalanced abnormal sce-
nario in Table VII, where � � F , increasing the crankback
from 0 to 1 only gives a 0.2% improvement in net rev-
enue with penalty multiplier - � � F . We also observed
in some of the other experiments, the results of which are
not reported here, that increasing the crankback actually
decreases the net revenue, especially when the bandwidth
protection is higher. It clearly indicates that, at least for this
case study, selective crankback is not worthwhile.

TABLE VII
EFFECT OF SELECTIVE CRANKBACK

Penalty Net Revenue
Crnkbk Revenue � . ��� � . ����� . � ��� . ����
1��	�
�� 5 1��	�
���5 1� �
���5

0 8.28662 0.09143 8.195 7.829 7.372
1 8.29465 0.08145 8.213 7.887 7.480

B.4 Effect of Holding Time Distribution

In all the experiments presented above the accepted
flows last for an exponentially distributed random time
with specified mean values. The following experiment fo-
cusses on the effect of the holding time distribution on our
SLA management scheme. For this purpose we now as-
sume that the duration of the video class (6) flows are in-
dependently drawn from a Pareto distribution [23]. That
is, flows of class 6 last for t units of time with probability
density �

��� �H������� � � � �	� � � �
if ��
 � and

�
��� � � K

if � � � ( � � K
, � � K

). The Pareto
belongs to the class of heavy tailed distributions, i.e., the
decay of its density function for large � is slower than ex-
ponential. The mean is ��� � � �* F�� and it is infinite if � � F .
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TABLE VIII
EFFECT OF HOLDING TIME DISTRIBUTION

Holding Penalty
Traffic Time Revenue � .	���

Scenario Distribution 1� �
���5 1� �
���5
Normal exponential 7.44299 0.00616

pareto 7.43653 0.00758
Balanced exponential 6.87025 0.00248
Abnormal pareto 6.87396 0.00326
Unbalanced exponential 8.22821 0.03907
Abnormal pareto 8.20530 0.04247

If F � � � � , the mean is finite but the second moment is
infinite. In this experiment we set � � � , so that the stan-
dard deviation is infinite. We select � such that the mean is
as before for the exponentially distributed holding times,
i.e., � � , � video � � � . We also fix the bandwidth protection
parameter, � � � , with the other parameters same as in
Section VI-B.1. The results in Table VIII.

It is impressive that the scheme is not sensitive to the
holding time distribution. Note that the video class ac-
counts for approximatively 10% of the total offered traffic.

VII. CONCLUSION

We have proposed a template for QoS-centered Service
Level Agreements and a framework for its real time man-
agement in multiservice packet networks. We have also
evaluated the SLA management scheme in a case study
performed on D’ARTAGNAN, a simulation testbed. The
results show that the scheme is robust, fair and efficient
over a broad range of traffic conditions.

Current work is directed at the management of Service
Level Agreements for multiple Virtual Private Networks
supported on a service provider’s infrastructure. This work
exploits the design techniques for VPNs in [5] and [6], as
well as the resource sharing techniques in [11]. Also, vari-
ations on the template for SLA are being considered.
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